Week in Review and Lookahead  
Friday, August 18, 2023

This week, work continued on upgrades to the Orange Line traction power system and Wellington Vehicle Maintenance Facility.

Wellington Maintenance Facility Updates

This Week | Crews worked on concrete slab placement at track 19. Electricians installed operations controller push buttons at track 15

Lookahead | Crews will continue working on tracks and electrical modifications within the building

Wellington Maintenance Facility: Modernize the Vehicle Maintenance Facility to improve vehicle maintenance, reduce downtime and customer wait times, provide cleaner trains, and deliver safer operations
**Traction Power Substations**: Modernize the third rail power supply to reduce the risk of service disruptions; develop a power system capable of supporting additional Orange Line service

- **This Week** | At Oak Grove, crews continued installing control wiring at switch gear, worked on electrical connections, and performed independent testing

- **Lookahead** | Crews will continue performing cable connections, installing electrical connections, and testing the new equipment